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Dixons Carphone, PLC (DC.L) Porter Street Research Initial Idea Screen 
 
By Alex Jones 
Porter Street Research 
www.porterstreetresearch.com 
 
Summary: 
 
➢ Dixons Carphone is the largest electronics, appliance and cell phone retail operator in the UK and 

Ireland. It also has businesses in the Nordics and Greece and combined revenue of over £10bn. 
Shares of Dixons are down 76% since 2015 and 41% in 2018. Despite good topline growth and 
excellent performance in its Nordic and Greek segments, Dixons profitability has suffered in recent 
years 
 

➢ Shares trade at 3.2X EBTIDA, a 10% FCF yield and pay a recently reduced 3.6% dividend. 
Debt/EBITDA is 1X, EBIT covers interest > 5.5X. Headline leverage will increase in 2019 when leases 
are brought on the balance sheet, but Dixons overall liabilities are not an immediate concern  

 
➢ The company is spending an additional £200mn over the next three years to finish the integration of 

Dixons and Carphone following their 2015 merger on top of the regular £175mn/year in cap-ex. 
Dixons expects its restructuring plan and additional cap-ex to yield £200mn in gross costs savings  

 
➢ Opportunities for growth and improved profitability include restructuring its unprofitable mobile phone 

business, increasing its online business and fully integrating it with stores, expanding the credit 
business to increase average tickets/support customer loyalty and continuing to drive growth in the 
more profitable Nordic and Greek segments 
 

➢ Even in a hard Brexit/poor macro environment over the next few years Dixons has levers to pull on its 
balance sheet to generate cash through a downturn. Dixons has over £1bn in receivables related to 
its mobile unit, and even if conditions in the core business deteriorate, working capital management 
should allow the business to generate cash as it did during 2008/2009. Management expects to 
generate close to £1bn in FCF, or 60% of the current market cap over the next five years  

 
What is Creating an Opportunity? 
 
While not exhaustive, the following have weighed on Dixons recent performance and profitability: 
 
➢ Challenges in the company’s mobile phone business (20% of revenue) 
➢ Concerns over Brexit related impacts on supply chain and consumer spending/sentiment  
➢ Recession like conditions across much of Europe’s hard goods/electronics retailers 
➢ Failure of prior management to properly integrate the legacy Dixons and Carphone Warehouse 
➢ Decline in profitability in electronics segment driven by weakness in computers/product assortment 

 
It remains to be seen whether the issues facing Dixons listed above are structural or cyclical. According to 
management, all the problems Dixons faces are fixable. However, the time it may take to integrate, fix 
and ultimately get the business on a path towards profitability could take longer than investors anticipate 
which (listed below) makes the distinction between value and value trap a fine line: 

 
o A restructuring/re-design of its break-even/loss making mobile unit 
o Improved offerings and services in its core electronics market  
o Ability to profitably grow online as well as in store sales 
o Deliver on integration promises in timely manner 

 
We think the uncertainty surrounding these major issues creates an opportunity for patient investors to do 
more research. 
 

http://www.porterstreetresearch.com/
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Key Stats, Consensus Estimates: What is Priced in? 
 

 
         Source: Bloomberg 
 

➢ The market is implying this is a low/no growth business (or growth segments in Nordics/Greece offset 
segments in possible decline i.e core UK) capable of generating only earn a 3% EBIT margin forever, 
as opposed to 4-6% historically. Market could also be implying things are to be much worse in coming 
years and or there are more write offs ahead (Low EV/EBITDA and high % of assets as goodwill) 

 
➢ Shares are attractive on a free cash flow basis. The company appears to have the ability to protect 

balance sheet and generate cash from working capital while investing during a down turn. Dividend 
was recently reduced but still covered 3X by net income. The dividend could be cut in an extreme 
case but if not, a 3%+ yield is nice. Business has well known value investors/long term investors 
including Cobas, Ruffer and Baupost who are likely in the investment for more than a few quarters 

 
Initial List of Questions/Where Are There Additional Opportunities for Research 
 
Q: Loss of profitability: is it structural or cyclical? What are the root causes over last few years and can 
you quantify the impacts? 
 

- Identify how consensus EBIT/EBITDA has come down and changed over time 
- Understand what has caused this? What were the economics of the two companies separate vs. 
combined? 
- Focus on segment and regional profitability to extent possible 
 

Q: What are the challenges of not having good/proper segment data in assessing the profitability or loss 
of, especially as it relates to the mobile unit? 
 
Q: Why has it taken so long for the two companies to integrate? Management has estimated £200mn in 
savings over five years. Legacy of siloed corporate structure, multiple pay rolls and same functions within 
each division are obvious fixes. The fact this hasn’t been accomplished indicates it may take a long time 
to get done and there is something more challenging to integration than meets the eye 

ID DC/ LN Equity Consensus FY FY FY

Price 119£                      2018 2019 2020 2021

Shares 1,158                     Revenue 10,531£       10,499£       10,571£       10,666£   

Market Cap 1,336£                   EBITDA 572£            489£            498£            504£        

Debt 393£                      EBIT 400£            317£            318£            321£        

Cash 119£                      EPS+ 0.20£           0.21£           0.21£           0.21£       

Enterprise Value 1,585£                   FCF 106£            168£            171£            224£        

Div/Share 0.10£           0.05£           0.05£           0.05£       

Key Stats

52 Week High 194£                      Growth

52 Week Low 114£                      Revenue -0.3% 0.7% 0.9%

2018 Return -41% EBITDA -14.5% 1.8% 1.2%

Margins

Debt/EBITDA 0.8 EBITDA 5.43% 4.66% 4.71% 4.72%

Pension Deficit 460£                      EBIT 3.80% 3.02% 3.01% 3.01%

w/ Pension 1.7 Valuation

EV/EBITDA 2.8 3.2 3.2 3.1

EV/Sales 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.1

Ownership FCF Yield 6.7% 10.6% 10.8% 14.1%

Standard Life 13.6% FCFE Yield 7.9% 12.6% 12.8% 16.8%

Dunstone, Charles 10.0% Dividend Yield 8.6% 3.8% 3.8% 3.8%

Cobas 5.5% PE 5.8 5.8 5.6 5.7

T Rowe Price 5.5% Debt/EBITDA 0.7 0.8 0.8 0.8

Ruffer 5.2%

Baupost 4.8% Cap-Ex 187£            192£            208£            203£        
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Q: What is the history/background of the two companies? 
 

- Compare/contrast the business models 
- What were the drivers of unit economics at each? How have they changed since merger? 
- Consensus implying a 3.0% EBIT margin forever? What has changed, what can make it better?  

 
Q: Where is Dixons benefiting from scale? What is Dixons bargaining position and relationship with key 
suppliers? Do they treat them like partners or pit them against each other? Are they reliant on any key 
supplier i.e Apple/Samsung, Dell? 
 
 - Same questions but for the Mobile carriers 
 
Q: How do they keep growing market share? List of retail/cell phone operators and smaller rivals who 
have left/exited the market by choice or bankruptcy. 
 
 - Has Dixons core mobile business been supported in last two years by these exits? 
  - Without them is the mobile business in fact much worse than appears? 
 
Q: Company has survived Amazon after 20 years in the UK but what are the risks of moving more 
business online? Are online margins dilutive/helpful? How will their price matching strategy be affected? 
Is this an opportunity or a weakness? Race to the bottom? 
 
Q: What is the companies plan w/r to closing stores? How would lease roll effect their decision making? 
Can this business be more profitable w/less square footage in the UK?  
 
Q: What is runway for growth in Nordics/Greece? What is different about those markets and what 
elements of the business are working there that have not translated or are no longer working in the UK? 
 
Q: Break down the issue surrounding the mobile phone business into parts. Visually diagram the 
relationship between retailers/wholesalers/network operators and consumers.  What are the volume 
commitments/current contracts? What are the differences in cell plan types? Understand how the market 
in the UK works, the bargaining power of the networks, the customers and where Dixons has an 
opportunity vs. where they are most vulnerable? How could market evolve and how does Dixons leverage 
its strengths? 
 
Q: What are historical precedents where Dixons has had bargaining power w/ mobile operators? i.e 
where operator cut them out only to come back a few years later? 
  
Q: What is the best-case scenario and resolution with respect to mobile business? Can this business 
make money? Why else would they want to be in it? 
 
Q: How soon/ how much could Dixons receive some cash from and how valuable are the receivables on 
the balance sheet? 
 
Q: Understand and quantify the impact of the “credit” business i.e providing credit via third party to allow 
customers to buy on installment. What are the economics, what are the risks/opportunities here? What 
effect does this have on the consumer and their willingness to buy from Dixons 
 
Q: What drives EBIT margins beyond 3.0%? What are the variables that the company is most sensitive to 
in terms of growth: comps as well as op-ex? 
 
 - Break down the op-ex as much as possible by category 
 - To the extent possible break out fixed vs. variable costs 
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Q: What are the key metrics/stats that matter to track the business? What is disclosed? And what can be 
tracked: i.e comps by region/segment + store openings/closures. Sales/Square feet etc. 
 
Q: Are there high margin segments of the business: services/other that can be emphasized or invested in 
to grow/take share? 
 
Q: What can you find out about new CEO Alex Baldock? What did he achieve in prior roles, why is that 
different? What steps is he taking to push responsibility down the organization and what kind of culture is 
he creating? Example: giving every employee £1,000 worth of shares: small gesture but a start 
 
Q: How are executives compensated? How are employees within the organization motivated and 
compensated?  
 
Q: What has been/is ROIC/ROA/ROE? How has it changed and what is it most sensitive to? 

 
- What is the potential within the business? How much better can it be? 

 
Q: How to assess normalized cap-ex? What to make of extra £200mn in spending and is IT spend 
following cyber-attack now structurally higher given higher maintenance cap-ex to maintain systems? 
  

- Quantify the impact of increase cyber spending 
 
Q: What are the tradeoff/risks of short term investments to gain/maintain market share vs. grow 
profitability: this is risky – sticky customer but less profitable customer, potentially. Is THIS kind of action 
how Amazon, not Dixons wins long term? 
 
Q: What is the downside in the business? 
 
 - In a -10% revenue year what happens to operating income? 
 - What sources of cash i.e working capital is available to the business? 
 - How did they perform during last downturn? 
 - Are they relying entirely on working capital to save them in a downturn? 
 
Q: What is the current debt structure and what are the key covenants? 
 
Q: What other debt/liabilities do they have?  i.e leases: Quantify how much, what term, if/when they 
expire and what the value will be on the balance sheet in 2019 under IFRS  
 
Q: How will financials changes with IFRS/lease adjusted debt metrics in 2019? 
 
Q: Where does rent show up in the financial statements and understand how much they are paying and 
how that could go up/down depending on strategy? 
 
 - Curry = 4 year average, PC 2.5 year average left on leases  
 - Work out to see the net debt/ebitda is based on those #s 
 
Q: What are the cash pension contributions? 
 
Q: What risks are you overlooking and not thinking about?  

 
- Where is there a potential for more write offs and impairments?  
- What if the AR not as valuable as assumed/stated? What if you are OVER estimating their 
ability to unwind it/have it as a source of cash 
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Risks: Potential Red Flags and Challenges of Due Diligence  
 
Q: Macro/Brexit: European retailers and electronics companies appear to be posting recession like footfall 
and margins:  
 
 - How bad did things get in 2008/2009: what are decrementals? 
 - What potential value to unlock during downturn does Dixons have that others don’t? 
 
Q: Is the macro so bad/downside potential/sentiment so awful this is research isn’t worth starting? 
 
Q: What are the dangers of making a comparison to Best Buy and the turn around there. What are the 
key differences between the two companies? In terms of mix, strategy, absolute $ size (not just % of local 
markets)  
 
Q: What is Best Buys mix of online? How much could/can Dixons grow online? At what cost? 
 
Q: Under what conditions are the challenges facing Dixons un fixable? What other potential issues could 
the business face that management isn’t considering? 
 
Q: Base rate: management claims that everything that is wrong is fixable. Clearly articulate what they 
mean and ask yourself how likely it is for retail/retailers/any business facing those issue to turn around? 
Assuming some success, does it always take longer than anticipated and cost more? 
 
Back of Envelope Upside: Does Dixons Have 15-20% IRR Return Potential over 3-5 years? 
 
➢ Yes 
 
➢ Company may also have 20-40% downside in the interim. How much worse could it truly get? 
 
 - Would this be a position that needs to be built over many years? 

- If yes, is there a 5-year light at the end of the tunnel scenario that gets to a 20% IRR return over 
five years? 

 
➢ Does company have LBO potential and appeal? With new management + FCF possibility/WC 

drawdown/ability to service a bigger debt load this seems like a perfect LBO candidate and one that it 
would make sense to come back to capital markets/public markets at a stronger time in a few years 

 
Back of Envelope Upside 
 
- Use consensus 2019 EBIT 
- Give Carphone warehouse a value based solely on the Accounts Receivables (why is this a bad idea?) 
- And apply multiples for the two other segments 
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Long Term Potential Upside + Downside 
 

 
Source: PSR estimates and Bloomberg 

 
Upside Assumptions 
 
- 5% TOTAL top line growth driven by increased market share, operational turn around and growth in 
Nordics/Greece 
- 4% EBIT margin vs 4-6% long term average: complete integration/op-ex savings. Assume mobile goes 
from negative to positive, non-zero EBIT 
- Hair cut free cash generated over next five years + assuming pension pays down of £45mn/year 
- Gets to 25% type IRR over five years 
 
Downside 
 
- (11%) FFL growth consistent with 2009, 1.5% operating margin as well 
- Assume one year of pension pay down/FCF 
- Higher multiple to discount eventual recover from bottom 
 
 

SOTP Using 2019 Consensus

2019 EBIT 317£          

Total Value 3,333£     

Nordics/Greece EBIT Debt 393£        

EBIT 130£          Pension 460£        

Multiple 8 Less Cash 119£        

Value 1,040£       Equity Value 2,599£     

Per Share 224£        

Carphone Warehouse Upside 89%

Revenue 2,000£       

EBIT - Reductions

Carphones Acct. Rec 1,100£       Give ZERO value

Haircut 800£          to Carphone

Value 800£          Fair Value 155£        

Upside 31%

Core UK Electronics

Revenue 4,000£       

EBIT 187£          

Multiple 8

Value 1,493£       

Simple Long Term Upside Simple Near Term Downside

2023 Pie in Sky Growth 2020ish Downside Growth

Revenue 11,000£              4.8% Revenue 9,344£                      -11.0%

EBIT 440£                   39.0% EBIT 140£                         -55.7%

Margin 4.0% Margin 1.5%

Multiple 10 Multiple 10

EV 4,400£                EV 1,402£                      

Debt 477£                   Debt 477£                         

Pension 210£                   Pension 415£                         

Cash 500£                   Cash 169£                         

Equity 4,213£                Equity 679£                         

Per Share 364£                   Per Share 59£                          

Upside 207% Downside -51%

5 Year IRR 25%
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*Danger of doing this exercise: these become base rates that likely need more justification. With limited 
initial work my ability to estimate true ranges of outcomes for revenue by segment, costs and EBIT are 
limited  
 
Background and Reference Slides 
 
Market Share by Region/Segment 
 

 
Source: Dixons Carphone 

 
Merger Related Cost Saving Opportunities 
 

 
Source: Dixons Carphone 
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Same Store/Like for Like Sales by Segment/Region 

 

 
Source: Dixons Carphone 

 
Profit Before Tax, FCF and Conversion 
 

 
Source: Dixons Carphone 

 
Challenges in Mobile Market Share 

 
Source: Dixons Carphone 


